Disposal Face Mask, 5 pcs
FFP2, Foldable Earloop type

Art. No.: HC0002

Best Connectivity

FFP2 Disposal Face mask with earloop has effective protection against dust, haze, droplets and
other particles.

Features:
» Filtering at least 95% of dust, haze, droplets and other particles
» 4-layer purification: Melt-blown Nonwovens, moderate thickness for particle absorption,
double layered electrostatic filter, and highly efficient at filtering particles
» Advanced nonwovens fabric provides easier breathing
» Comfortable to wear, low impedance filter material with no odor
» Adjustable metal strip ensures optimal sealing between the bridge of the nose and the mask
» Stanards: FDA Class I D373853, FFP2 NR EN 149:2001+A1:2009
» 5 pieces per package

Instructions:
1. Unfold the mask and pull the bands outward on each end.
2. Position the mask on your face with the adjustable metal strip facing up.
3. Place the bands around both ears.
4. Press down lightly on the metal strip to ensure the mask is securely sealed.
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in medical and surgical environments.
in an environment where the oxygen concentration is below 19.5%.
if you have a beard or other facial hair that has direct contact between your face and the edge of the mask.
in an environment of toxic gas.

Note:

This mask does not completely eliminate the risk of all diseases and infections. The mask must be sealed properly in order to be
effective, misuse can result in a higher risk of contracting illness. For adult use only.
Store in a dry area at room temperature and do not wash the mask with water.

*The specifications and pictures are subject to change without prior notice.
*All trade names referenced are the registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Package Contents:
» 1 x Disposal Face Mask, 5 pcs
» 1 x User Manual
Package Information:
» Packing Dimension: 251 x 160mm
» Packing Weight: kg
» Carton Dimension: 560 x 460 x 370mm
» Carton Q‘ty: 200pcs
» Carton Weight: 7.6kg
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